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element series consists of specialty products formulated to offer effective

and safe solutions for customers’ unique cleaning needs. For each solution developed another ‘element’ is added to the series. Providing our customers with the
right solution for each task.

Chromium is a heavy duty alkaline cleaner for use on unpainted aluminum,

painted aluminum, and fiberglass trailers. It’s formulated with a concentrated blend
of detergents, emulsifiers, alkaline builders and water softeners to effectively clean
trailers while brightening aluminum surfaces.

features
As a heavy duty concentrate it must be diluted by at least 12
to 1 and as much as 120 to 1 with water, depending on
degree of soil and cleaning method.

product specifications
Physical Description

Clear Liquid

Viscosity

Water Thin

As an extremely powerful cleaning formula it cleans remarkably well both painted and unpainted aluminum surfaces

Color

Dark Brown

Flashpoint

None

Can be used in automatic wash systems as well as in high
pressure sprayers.

Fragrance

Bland

Weight per Gallon

9.82 lb / gal

pH (1%)

12.6 - 12.8

Storage Stability

1 year minimum

D.O.T. Shipping label

UN3266, Corrosive

When used as directed it brightens aluminum beautifully
without resorting to products containing fluoride compounds
which are both toxic and etch or frost glass.
Caution: Must carefully follow directions on container. Long
contact time and/or excessive product concentrations can
lead to pitting and etching of aluminum. Do not use on highly
polished aluminum or on automotive finishes.

liquid, basic, inorganic, n.o.s. (sodium hydroxide), 8, PG II

ideal for
Washing trucks and trailers in automatic wash systems or high
pressure sprayers.

optimal applications
Truck washes, professional truck washing services and truck
rental/leasing facilities.
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